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ÆminiumGPU

• A component of the larger ecosystem of the Æminium Programming 
Language (http://aeminium.dei.uc.pt)

• Focus on taking advantage of the GPU to accelerate data-parallel operations. 
Task parallelization is done at the CPU level.

• Supports Map and Reduce, but more to come.

• Compiles from Java to Java with OpenCL. 

• Kernels are only compiled at Runtime.

• Programs can execute on either CPU or GPU
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ÆminiumGPU

double pi = new RandomMatrix(N,2).map(x,y -> 
(x*x + y*y < 1) ? 1 : 0).reduce(x,y -> x+y) * 4.0/N
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Problem Definition
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Problem Definition

For a single program execution, should 
the GPU or the CPU be used?
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Approach: Machine Learning

• From a benchmark suite, extract the most relevant features and the expected 
output.

• Build a classifier from the training data.

• Classify new program instances based on the previous data.
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Approach: Machine Learning

JAVA

Java
Compiler

JARÆminiumGPU
Compiler

JAVA

CL

JVM

ÆminiumGPU
Runtime

Collect C features for 
all operations.

Before each 
operation, 
a) Collect R features.
b) Merge C and R
c) Classify operation 
as either Best-on-
CPU
or Best-on-GPU
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GPU Programming

[2]
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if (condition) {
  doSomething()
} else {
  doSomethingElse()
} 

[3]

GPU Programming II
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Features

Best on GPU or Best on CPU. Supervised learning will be
used, since it is important to associate certain features of
programs to the two platforms.

Since decisions are different for each machine (CPU and
GPU combination), there can be two approaches that handle
this. One is to train the classifier in each machine and
the other is to consider CPU and GPU specifications as
features in a general classifier. The former was chosen for
this work, although it can be extended to the latter in the
future. The decision was mostly based on classification time
since adding more features increases the time it takes to
classify a given instance. It is also important to notice that
it would be a very hard task to train the general classifier
with a large set of CPU and GPUs. This means that when
installing the ÆminiumGPU library on a machine, it should
execute a standard benchmark for training.

The critical aspect for having a good classification is
choosing the right features to represent programs. It is not
feasible to consider the full program in ascii as it would
be variable from program to program and at an level of
abstraction very different from one useful for classification.
Even a skilled programmer is not certain how the code
guarantees that the performance on one platform will be
better. Table I lists all the features used in the classification
process.

Features are classified as either C or R depending on
wether they are collected in the Compiler or Runtime. This
means that a given program will always hold the same
values for C features, while R features might be different,
depending on the conditions in which it executes. Features
marked with a size 3 means that they have three values, one
for each depth of loop scopes. Listing 1 shows an example
in which three functions are considered in 3 different loop
levels. This distinction is important since operations in inner
levels are executed more times than ones in the outer levels.

a(); // Level 1
for (int i=0; i<10; i++) {

b(); // Level 2
while ( j < 20) {

c(); // Level 3
}

}

Listing 1. Examples of Level categorization

Memory accesses were considered a feature as they are
one of the reason of why GPU parallel programs are not as
faster as could be. As such, there are features for all three
main kinds of memories in GPUs (global and slow, local
and fast, global read-only and fast). Note that some GPU
models may not have one of them, but it is still required for
other models.

In terms of operations, previous benchmarks[2] showed
that different functions had a different cost in execution

time. Therefore they should be considered differently as 4
or 5 plus operator calls are much faster than one sin call.
Therefore OpenCL functions were grouped according to the
relative cost they have on execution time.

Besides this features, each benchmark also collected the
execution time in both CPU and GPU, and the class to each
execution belongs to. This will be used for training and also
evaluation.

V. EVALUATION

A. ÆminiumGPU Dataset

Due to the novelty of ÆminiumGPU, the existing code
base is very limited, which limits the size of the dataset
used in this evaluation. 8 small map/reduce programs were
used, described below.

1) A map operation that adds 1 to each element of the
input array.

2) A map operation that applies the sin function to each
element of the input array.

3) A map operation that applies the sin and cosine
functions to each element of the input array and sums
the values.

4) A map operation that calculates the factorial for each
element of the input array.

5) A map-reduce operation that calculates the integral
from 0 to the size of the array for f(x) = e

sin(x).
6) A map-reduce operation that calculates the minimum

value from 0 to the size of the array for f(x) = 10x6+
x

5 + 2x4 + 3x3 + 2
5x

2 + ⇡x.
7) A map-reduce operation that calculates the sum of all

natural numbers up to a given value that are divisible
by 7.

8) A map-reduce operation that calculates the sum of all
elements of the input array that are divisible by 7.

Each of these 8 programs are executed several times with
different input data size. Input sizes vary from 10 to 107

elements, executing with 10 values for each power of 10,
and in each level multiplied by all natural numbers until 9.
So the first sizes would be 10,20,30,40,50,... and the last
sizes would be 506, 606, 706, 806, 906, 107.

Overall, the dataset has 440 instances, from 8 different
programs, each executed with 55 different data sizes.

B. Experimental Setup

Experiments were all executed on the same machine. The
CPU was a dual core Intel Core2 Duo E8200 at 2.66GHz,
backed by 4GB of RAM memory. The GPU was an NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 285, with 240 CUDA cores and 1GB of
memory. The machine ran Ubuntu Linux 64bits with the
NVIDIA CUDA SDK 5.0 preview 2 with OpenCL 1.1.

Notice that this is a particular case of all the possible
combinations, so any statistical significance achieve in this
tests is not representative for all combinations.
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Features

Name Size C/R Description
OuterAccess 3 C Global GPU memory read.
InnerAccess 3 C Local (thread-group) memory read. This area of the memory is faster than the global one.

ConstantAccess 3 C Constant (read-only) memory read. This memory is faster on some GPU models.
OuterWrite 3 C Write in global memory.
InnerWrite 3 C Write in local memory, which is also faster than in global.
BasicOps 3 C Simplest and fastest instructions. Include arithmetic, logical and binary operators.
TrigFuns 3 C Trigonometric functions, including sin, cos, tan, asin, acos and atan.
PowFuns 3 C pow, log and sqrt functions
CmpFuns 3 C max and min functions
Branches 3 C Number of possible branching instructions such as for, if and whiles
DataTo 1 R Size of input data transferred to the GPU in bytes.

DataFrom 1 R Size of output data transferred from the GPU in bytes.
ProgType 1 R One of the following values: Map, Reduce, PartialReduce or MapReduce, which are the

different types of operations supported by ÆminiumGPU.

Table I
LIST OF FEATURES

C. Feature analysis

In order to evaluate features we have used two feature
ranking techniques: Information Gain and Gain Ratio. Both
these two techniques were applied to the whole dataset. The
ranking obtained was different in each method, but both
returned 3 groups of features: A first group of high-ranked
features, a group of low-ranked features and a third group of
unused or unrepresentative features. This later group exists
because the dataset programs do not cover all possibilities.
This does not mean that these features should be ignored, but
rather studied in particular examples, which was considered
to be out-of-scope for this work. Table II shows the two
other groups ranked using the Information Gain method.

Rank Feature
0.2606 DataTo
0.2517 DataFrom
0.1988 BasicOps2
0.1978 BasicOps1
0.1978 ProgType
0.1978 OutterWrite1
0.172 OutterAccess1

0.0637 Branches1
0.0516 InnerAccess1
0.0425 TrigFuns1
0.0397 InnerWrite2
0.0397 InnerAccess2

Table II
RANKING OF FEATURES USING INFORMATION GAIN

The features related to data sizes are high ranked which is
supported by the high penalty caused by memory transfers.
Basic Operations are also very representative since in spite
of being lightweight, they are very common, specially in
loop conditions (BasicOps2). The program type is also

important because maps and reduces have a different internal
structure. Maps happen in parallel, while parallel reduces are
executed with much more synchronization in each reduction
level.

Looking at the lower ranked features, it is important to
consider that memory accesses also impact the decision. It
is also expected that branching conditions would have an
impact on the performance of programs. Finally, trigono-
metric functions do not have such an high impact as basic
operations, but they are still relevant for the decision.

D. Classifier Comparison

In order to achieve the best accuracy, it is important to
choose an adequate classifier. For this task, several off-the-
shelf classifiers from Weka[9] were used, and some custom
classifiers were also developed. A list of the classifiers that
were used in the analysis are listed as follows:

• Random: A random classifier that randomly assigns
either class to a particular instance.

• AlwaysCPU: Classifies all instances as Best on CPU.
• AlwaysGPU: Classifies all instances as Best on GPU.
• NaiveBayes: A naı̈ve Bayes Classifier.
• SVM: A Support Vector Machine obtained from a

Sequential Minimal Optimization algorithm[10] with
c = 1, ✏ = 10�12 and a Polynomial Kernel.

• MLP: Multi-Layer Perception trained automatically-
• DecisionTable: A rule-based classifier that builds a de-

cision table to be used in classification via majority[11].
• CSDT: A Cost-Sensitive version of the DecisionTable.

This version explores the possibility that misidentifying
a program has different costs wether is should be
execute on the GPU or CPU. After a few tries, the
cost matrix was defined with 0.4 for misclassified Best
on CPU programs and 0.6 for Best on GPU programs.

Besides these classifiers, a new one was developed based
on the additional metrics gathered: CPUTime and GPUTime.
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Classifiers

• Random

• AlwaysCPU

• AlwaysGPU

• NaiveBayes

• SVM (using SMO)

• MLP

• DecisionTable

• CSDT

• RegressionBased*
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• Intel Core2 Duo E8200 

• 2 cores at 2.66GHz

• 4GB of RAM

• NVIDIA GeForce GTX 285

• 240 CUDA cores

• 1GB of Memory

Evaluation Environment
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Dataset

• 8 different programs 

• 4 simple Map-Reduce operations

• 4 complex, mathematically intensive programs

• 55 different data sizes

• {10, 20, 30...100} x 10^{1..6}

• 440 instances on the dataset.

• 7-fold cross validation on non-randomized dataset.
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Feature analysis

Using Information Gain (and Gain Value)

Name Size C/R Description
OuterAccess 3 C Global GPU memory read.
InnerAccess 3 C Local (thread-group) memory read. This area of the memory is faster than the global one.

ConstantAccess 3 C Constant (read-only) memory read. This memory is faster on some GPU models.
OuterWrite 3 C Write in global memory.
InnerWrite 3 C Write in local memory, which is also faster than in global.
BasicOps 3 C Simplest and fastest instructions. Include arithmetic, logical and binary operators.
TrigFuns 3 C Trigonometric functions, including sin, cos, tan, asin, acos and atan.
PowFuns 3 C pow, log and sqrt functions
CmpFuns 3 C max and min functions
Branches 3 C Number of possible branching instructions such as for, if and whiles
DataTo 1 R Size of input data transferred to the GPU in bytes.

DataFrom 1 R Size of output data transferred from the GPU in bytes.
ProgType 1 R One of the following values: Map, Reduce, PartialReduce or MapReduce, which are the

different types of operations supported by ÆminiumGPU.

Table I
LIST OF FEATURES

C. Feature analysis

In order to evaluate features we have used two feature
ranking techniques: Information Gain and Gain Ratio. Both
these two techniques were applied to the whole dataset. The
ranking obtained was different in each method, but both
returned 3 groups of features: A first group of high-ranked
features, a group of low-ranked features and a third group of
unused or unrepresentative features. This later group exists
because the dataset programs do not cover all possibilities.
This does not mean that these features should be ignored, but
rather studied in particular examples, which was considered
to be out-of-scope for this work. Table II shows the two
other groups ranked using the Information Gain method.

Rank Feature
0.2606 DataTo
0.2517 DataFrom
0.1988 BasicOps2
0.1978 BasicOps1
0.1978 ProgType
0.1978 OutterWrite1
0.172 OutterAccess1

0.0637 Branches1
0.0516 InnerAccess1
0.0425 TrigFuns1
0.0397 InnerWrite2
0.0397 InnerAccess2

Table II
RANKING OF FEATURES USING INFORMATION GAIN

The features related to data sizes are high ranked which is
supported by the high penalty caused by memory transfers.
Basic Operations are also very representative since in spite
of being lightweight, they are very common, specially in
loop conditions (BasicOps2). The program type is also

important because maps and reduces have a different internal
structure. Maps happen in parallel, while parallel reduces are
executed with much more synchronization in each reduction
level.

Looking at the lower ranked features, it is important to
consider that memory accesses also impact the decision. It
is also expected that branching conditions would have an
impact on the performance of programs. Finally, trigono-
metric functions do not have such an high impact as basic
operations, but they are still relevant for the decision.

D. Classifier Comparison

In order to achieve the best accuracy, it is important to
choose an adequate classifier. For this task, several off-the-
shelf classifiers from Weka[9] were used, and some custom
classifiers were also developed. A list of the classifiers that
were used in the analysis are listed as follows:

• Random: A random classifier that randomly assigns
either class to a particular instance.

• AlwaysCPU: Classifies all instances as Best on CPU.
• AlwaysGPU: Classifies all instances as Best on GPU.
• NaiveBayes: A naı̈ve Bayes Classifier.
• SVM: A Support Vector Machine obtained from a

Sequential Minimal Optimization algorithm[10] with
c = 1, ✏ = 10�12 and a Polynomial Kernel.

• MLP: Multi-Layer Perception trained automatically-
• DecisionTable: A rule-based classifier that builds a de-

cision table to be used in classification via majority[11].
• CSDT: A Cost-Sensitive version of the DecisionTable.

This version explores the possibility that misidentifying
a program has different costs wether is should be
execute on the GPU or CPU. After a few tries, the
cost matrix was defined with 0.4 for misclassified Best
on CPU programs and 0.6 for Best on GPU programs.

Besides these classifiers, a new one was developed based
on the additional metrics gathered: CPUTime and GPUTime.
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Classifier Comparison
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Cost of Classification
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Classification time
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Future Work

• Larger Dataset

• Hybrid GPU/CPU computations

• Cost-per-miss-sensitive classifier
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Conclusions

• 33 features for GPU vs CPU classification

• 92% average accuracy

• Low penalty (1ms)

• Classification time very low (10μs)
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Thank you!
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State of the Art

• Russell et al[5] used ML to decide what would be a basic block during 
compilation.

• Features: AST internal distance, #child nodes, #successors, latency, 
#load/stores, #integers
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State of the Art II

• Cavazos et al[6] did the same for Java.

• Features: #instructions per block, ratio of {load, call, branches}, #GC 
points, yield points.
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State of the Art III

• Wang et al[7] used ML to map Tasks to Threads in a parallel environment.

• Features: same as [6], data size, cache hits
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GPU To vs From
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Old Method (exp)
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